
I will submit my application to Edge the Harukasu while understanding and agreeing 
with the items below. (Please check box if you agree)
　　□I will not leave the tour area.
　　□I will not bring anything, including cameras and mobile phones to the Edge.※Including watches and accessories
　　　※Damage to or loss of property caused by carelessness will be the responsibility of the owner.
　　　※In the event of items being dropped, we will cease further tours. In the event of causing injury to others or
　　　　stopping the tours, responsibility for the damage will fall to the offending participant. Fines or expenses may 
　　□I accept that participation fees will not be refunded for personal reasons.
　　　※I understand that changes to and cancellation of the tour is subject to weather and facility conditions.
　　□I will not abandon the tour after it has started.
　　□I have not recently consumed alcohol.Also, I do not have any conditions that could negatively affect the tour.
　　　※If you consume alcohol between reception and the start of the tour, you will not be allowed to participate and
       the tour fee will not be refunded.
　　□On this tour, I will follow the instructions of the staff properly.
　　□I understand that both male and female staff will assist in wearing safety devices regardless of gender.
　　□As with other participants, I will take part in this tour with the understanding of all terms and conditions above.
　　Travel companions approval column□□□□□

※Please note that if you do not agree to the above terms, you cannot join the tour

＜Cautions from the management＞
Edge the Harukas is outside, sitting 300m above ground.
Exiting the viewing area is dangerous and is strictly forbidden.
In the event that you drop something, a serious incident or accident could occur.
Please understand the terms and conditions on this application and please enjoy the tour.

The personal information provided above will only be used for the purposes of participation in Edge the Harukas.
Privacy Policy（Please be sure to read it）
（１）Your personal information is strictly managed to protect your privacy.
（２）Simply put, we will not provide your personal details to a third party.
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